14th and 15th Interest Exploration Meetings of “RESPOND @ SAC” for Jharkhand and Odisha States

23rd March 2017 and 25th March 2017

RESPOND and Research Coordination Division
Planning and Projects Group
RESPOND @ SAC organized 14th Interest Exploration Meetings at Indian Institute of Technology (Indian School of Mines), IIT(ISM), Dhanbad, Jharkhand, on 23rd March 2017. 15th Interest Exploration Meeting with academia across Odisha was organized on 25th March 2017 at Utkal University, Bhubaneswar, Odisha. The faculties from both the states showed keen interest towards RESPOND programme.

- During the 14th Interest Exploration meeting at IIT(ISM), Dhanbad, 77 faculties from various academic institutes across Jharkhand participated and presented RESPOND Letter of Intents.

- During 15th Interest Exploration meeting at Utkal University, Bhubaneswar, Odisha, 37 faculties from various academic institutions across Odisha participated and presented RESPOND Letter of Intents.
14th Interest Exploration Meeting @
IIT(ISM), Dhanbad, Jharkhand
Date: 23rd March 2017
14th Interest Exploration Meeting @ IIT(ISM), Dhanbad, Jharkhand

Inaugural session
RESPOND@SAC, ISRO presentations at IIT(ISM), Dhanbad, Jharkhand
Academia presentations at IIT(ISM), Dhanbad, Jharkhand
Interactions at IIT(ISM), Dhanbad, Jharkhand
15th Interest Exploration Meeting @ Utkal University, Bhubaneswar, Odisha
Date: 25th March 2017
15th Interest Exploration Meeting @ Utkal University, Bhubaneswar, Odisha

Inaugural session
15th Interest Exploration Meeting @ Utkal Univ. Bhubaneswar, Odisha
RESPOND@SAC, ISRO presentations at Utkal University Bhubaneswar, Odisha
Academia presentations at Utkal Univ. Bhubaneswar, Odisha

Concluding Session
14th and 15th Interest Exploration Meetings of “RESPOND @ SAC” for Jharkhand and Odisha States

Utkal University, Bhubaneswar, Odisha on 25th March 2017

IIT(ISM), Dhanbad, Jharkhand on 23rd March 2017